Patapan (Christmas), anon Burgundian 16th C.

Soprano

Wil lie, take your lit tle drum. With your whistle, Rob in,

Alto

Pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

Tenor

come. When we hear the fife and drum, Tu re lu re lu, pat a pat a pan; When we

Bass

hear the fife and drum: Chris mas should be fro lic some. Tu re lu, tu re lu, te re-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a pan, pat a-

days Loved the King of Kings to praise; When we hear the fife and
drum, Tu re lu re lu, pat a pat a pan; When we hear the fife and
lu, tu-re-lu, tu-re-lu, tu-re-lu, tu-re-lu. v2. God and man are now be-

affk

 drum: Sure our child-ren won’t be dumb! Pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-

pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pan, pan. Pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-

COME More at one than fife and drum. When you hear the fife and drum, Tu-re-lu-

- lu, pat-a-pan; When you hear the fife and drum: Dance, and make the vil-

lange - pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-

pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pan,

pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-

pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pat-a-pan, pan,